
"Our Own"

1.Mirrors
2.Two Sides
3.Everywhere yet Nowhere
4.Hectic Gallop
5.Conjurer
6.Inertia
7.Place to Crawl
8.Feed Me

About the album
Lyrically, the album is a commentary to the phenomena that everyone encounters in life. It is the name
and  definition  of  situations  in  which  we  come  to  function.  Difficult  social  relationships,  internal
experiences,  toxic interactions with the environment.  Naming them, taming them, is  to help all  the
people involved in it find themselves in it.

“Psycho Visions” philosophy
The band follows the idea of creative freedom, breaking old patterns. Musically,  we create what is
natural for us, which creates a mix of four people making a band. We don't want to limit ourselves by
any genre. Our goal is to create varied, unique music to give the listener something to identify with that
reflects the complexity of the personality as such. Life and people are not one-dimensional, and this is
what we want to convey in music. We believe that audience deserve to devote ourselves, our time and
creativity to create something that will not be secondary, monotonous and boring.
In the lyrical layer, we name phenomena from the surrounding reality. We avoid abstract topics, we look
in directions that are familiar to everyone. We focus on what is happening inside and outside of a
person - in his psyche and in relations with others and the surrounding world. We want to show that
many people go through similar things, and by naming them, we make it easier to deal with what is
often difficult.



“Everywhere yet Nowhere” Official Video

Biography

A band playing metal in a wide sense. Defined by the audience in various ways - ranging from 
melodic death metal to universal music. Focused on creating diverse, attention-grabbing music. 
Founded in 2015 in Rzeszów, Poland, with three studio materials to this date: EP "further, darker, 
deeper ..." from 2015, album "Inflect" from 2018 and album "Our Own" from 2020.
Apart from the musical aspect, the band pays a lot of attention to the visual aspect of their art. The 
scenic presence, combined with the scenery, creates the complete world that the band shows to its
audience.

Discography
further, darker, deeper...(EP, 2015)

Inflect (Album, 2018)
Our Own  (Album, 2020)

*******************************

Stream "Our Own" HERE

*********************************

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAPUqwkqMqM&ab_channel=PsychoVisions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWKa_4VR7Zg


Line up:
Łukasz Wolak – vocal, guitar

Maciej Pelc – guitar, vocal
Kacper Sitarz – backing vocal, bass

Bartłomiej Pelc- backing vocal, drums

Links:

www.psycho-visions.com
fwww.facebook.com/psychovisionsofficial
www.youtube.com/c/psychovisionsofficial
www.instagram.com/psychovisionsofficial

https://www.instagram.com/psychovisionsofficial
https://www.youtube.com/c/psychovisionsofficial
https://www.psycho-visions.com/
https://www.facebook.com/psychovisionsofficial

